
Types of Memory

Sensory  
(less than a second)

Short term/working 
(less than a minute)

Long term
(life-time)

Declarative
(facts, events)

Implicit
(unconscious)

Explict
(conscious)

Procedural
(skills, tasks)

Semantic
(facts, concepts)

Episodic
(events, experiences)

Prospective
(future)

Retrospective
(past)



Long Term Memory

Declarative
(facts, events)

Implicit
(uses past experience to  

remember things without thinking)

Procedural
(motor skills)

Semantic
(not personal;  

common knowledge)

Prospective
(remembering to remember)

Episodic
(autobiographical; 

comes with  
personal details)

Retrospective
(recollection of past)

Explict
(remembering someone’s birthday)



Which Memories are Stored

Important memories
 -Repetition-taking steps, studying
 -Association with other  
   acquired knowledge

Motivation
 -Information relating to interests

Network
 -Associative; link through  
   descriptive components 
 -Depends on number of components   
   that are activated and how much they  
   contribute to the overall memory
 -More cues=more likely memory will occur

Conceptually associated
 -Share similar content, such as same  
   people or themes
 -More prevalent

General-event memory
 -Same extended event period, such   
   as a trip



Long Term Memory Storage

Medial temporal lobe
 -Inner part of temporal lobe (smell, sound, processing  
   semantics in vision and speech, process faces  
   and scenes)
 -Limbic system
  -Hippocampus and amygdala

Hippocampus
 -Key in transfering from short to long term memory  
   and control of spatial memory and behavious
 -Declarative memories encoded; stored in  
   temporal cortex

Amygdala
 -Processing and memory of emotional reactions
   sense of smell, social and sexual behaviour

Basal ganglia system
 -Inside cerebral cortex
 -Striatum (neostriatum) important in formation and  
  retrieval of procedural memory



Effects of Damage

Hippocampus
 -Damage to the area alone causes mild memory loss
 -Absence noticed when task exceeds short  
  term memory
 -Unable to perform spatial memory tasks 
 -Poor recall ability but retain recognition
 -Failure to learn and remember ongoing events

Amygdala
 -Damage to the area alone causes no memory loss  
   (except in emotional memory)
 -Lose ability to cooperate, compete, detect fear,  
   sadness, disgust or rage, and lose sense of  
   social status
 -Impair judgment of intensity of expressions

Global amnesia
 -Damage to both hippocampus and adjacent cortex  
   (entorhinal, perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices)


